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By Jagdish Bhagwati

I believe Capitalism flourishes, in the teeth of inevitable inequality, when one of five conditions is fulfilled:

1. First, the poor do not envy or resent the rich because they believe in the myth -- in the U.S., the American dream -- that they too can get rich. So, if Rob Rubin and Soros double their wealth and income on Park Avenue in NYC, and the poor in Harlem notice it, they will think: ah, the size of the Lotto has gone up!

2. Second, even if the poor do not buy into the upward mobility myth, they do not notice the riches of others. Why? Because the rich do not flaunt their wealth by practicing an ostentatious style of living. This was true of Simon Schama's Dutch burghers (see The Embarrassment of Riches); and it has been true of the Jains in my home state of Gujerat, where billionaires often cannot be distinguished from the lower classes because they dress simply, drive small cars, etc. -- as if they were puritans, which many of them are! You cannot resent what you do not see!

3. Third, the poor feel that the riches are "deserved" or "legitimate." Bill Gates has done something remarkable, which most everyone admires. By contrast, George Soros made money from "speculation," which most people hold in low esteem.

True, Bill Gates arouses animosities in Europe because of the anti-trust case; but that is still a boutique phenomenon compared to the huge adulation almost everywhere. By contrast, Soros is admired in that strange land of former East European countries where he directed many of his funds; he is far from being admired otherwise. On campuses in the U.S. we are all under instructions not to criticize him for the rubbish that he peddles, for fear that we may lose a contribution; but Gates would draw admiring crowds.

4. Fourth, if wealth is used for intrusion into politics, it will be resented. The contrast between Gates and Soros is dramatic in this regard. The contrast between Obama (whom I have supported from the beginning) and the Clintons in this regard is also dramatic and is in Obama's favor. If I were Maureen Dowd, and I thank God I am not, I would say that Bill Clinton's problem is that he has gone from White Trash to White Cash. And the spectacle of the Clintons trying to get money from others for their debt by strong-arming Obama into supporting this nefarious notion, when in fact their net worth vastly exceeds this debt, puts them beyond the pale for many of us.

5. Fifth, related to point two, the rich spend their moneys, not on themselves, but on social projects. Typically, the rich in Ahmedabad spent moneys on people's education, on health, and (believe it or not) even on agricultural extension and dry farming experiments.  Their motto was: create wealth but spend it on the needy others, not on oneself.

Apropos this, what CSR (corporate social responsibility) does is to extend the traditional practice of the Burghers-Jains-Calvinists -- where families that made the moneys spent them directly on social projects -- to the corporations where families do not usually run the show. CSR is the modern counterpart of the wonderful family-owned businesses.

And as this ethos grows, it may even be financially rewarding to pursue CSR: "good" firms manage today to attract better staff (who want their firms to be socially responsible) and may even get a little premium in the market place from consumers (though the evidence for this is limited to people paying more for Organic foods, for instance).

For me, these observations define what would make for a robust capitalism. And a robust capitalism would help us to reap all the dynamic, wealth-generating energies of capitalism that Marx wrote about and only the faux Marxists today deny or deplore.





